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About the imprisoned squatters

It's difficult begin to write this lines, trying to express. Explaining myself with the
boundaries created by words, concepts and meanings its an impossible work, but I am
facing it with one purpose. I wish this text is going to be useful for watching some points
about our "issue". The imprisoned squatters.
I talk and write in my name. This lines are the result of a personal debate, of a meeting with
my mirror.
Like happened in other moments, a part of our struggle, becomes a part of the mediative-
judicial-policial show and we enter into "unknown" dimensions. The Spectacle World.
It happened with the eviction of the Princesa Theater and it's happening now with the
imprisoned squatters.
Aside the stroke we received, we see how we were and are stroked by several kinds of
newspaper's headlines and by all that chameleonic opportunists that appear by magic art in
the "alternative" scene. We didn't were only stroked by the police. We received another
political or ideological stroke. It's difficult for us to locate in a stage were we finished being
main characters and began to be puppets. It's difficult to see how little by little some threat
are growing in our wrists and our movements look like manipulated, artificial. Maybe it's a
lack on definition (What we are, what we want) because the true is that meanwhile lots of
the people who are taking profit of our case are showing their label, that's difficult for us.
Maybe it's fear, fear of be divided, because if we say that we are anarchists, we are going to
be less people. It's cooler saying we are a Social Movement and, in this way everybody can
be included, until the king because he is a part of a social movement, although that
movement is the one which is smashing our head.
I don't want, from here, people who don't declare themselves as anarchist and chants loudly
"A las Barricadas" stop going to the meetings. What I think is that sometimes we don't have
clear ideas or we don't dare of expressing that ideas. In that sense we give to much
importance to what the media are going to say, as if ever we had confidence with them or
with the support of any party or sect. We can include the main line of the campaigns for
getting a better public image of us (weren't We invisible?).
Claiming for the "innocence" of the retaliated it's usually the result of the stroke of those
who talk about culpability, terrorists... It means we are following their stream, or in a better
way, we are in their trailer. We must be serious and sincere also. WE PISS OFF ALL THEIR
LAWS.
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